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[57] ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus for providing improved secu-
rity for a personal identification number (PIN) in a
personal identification and verification system of the
type wherein a time dependent nonpredictable code is
generated at a device in the possession of the individual,
which code is unique to the individual and this code is
communicated to, and compared with a nonpredictable
code generated at a central verification computer. In
this system, the PIN is mixed with the nonpredictable
code before transmission of these values to the central

verification computer. A nonsecret code is previously
transmitted to the central verification computer and is
used to retrieve the PIN and the appropriate non-
predictable code for the user. These values are used to
strip the PIN from the transmitted nonpredictable code
and the stripped PIN and remaining nonpredictable

code are compared with the corresponding retrieved
values in order to determine verification.

19 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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5,168,520
1

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PERSONAL
IDENTIFICATION

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER
APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation in—part of applica—
tion Ser. No. 07/341,932 filed Apr. 21, 1989, now U.S.
Pat. No. 5,023,908, which is a continuation-in-part of

application Ser. No. 802,579 filed Nov. 27, 1985, issued
Dec. 5, 1989 as US. Pat. No. 4,885,778, which applica-
tion is itself a continuation-in-part of application Ser.
No. 676,626 filed Nov. 30, 1984, now US. Pat. No.
4,720,860, issued Jan. 19, 1988. The disclosures and

specifications of all of the foregoing applications/pat-
ents are incorporated herein by reference as if fully set
forth.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to methods and apparatus for

identifying an individual and more particularly to meth-
ods and apparatus for providing improved security for a
personal identification number (PIN) utilized in con—

.junction with such an identification system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Personal identification systems may be based on
something someone has, such as a card Or badge, some-
thing that someone knows, such as a PIN, or some
characteristic of the individual, such as his fingerprints

or speech pattern.,Security for such systems is enhanced
by utilizing two or more of the above in performing the
identification.

For example, parent US. Pat. No. 4,720,860, dis-
closes a personal identification system wherein the indi-
vidual has a card or other small, portable device which
contains a microprocessor programmed to utilize a se-
cret algorithm to generate a nonpredictable number
from a stored value unique to the individual and a time

varying value provided for example by a clock. The
nonpredictable value is preferably displayed on the
device. The individual then enters his secret PIN into a

central verification system, either directly or over a
telephone line, causing the central system to access
stored information corresponding to the individual and
to utilize at least some of this information to generate a

nonpredictable value at the central computer utilizing
the same algorithm as at the individual’s microproces—
sor. At the same time this is being done, the individual

is entering the number appearing at that period of time
on the display of his device. The two values will match,
signifying identification of the individual, only if the
individual has entered the correct PIN and if the indi-

vidual has the proper device so that the nonpredictable
code displayed corresponds to that being generated at
the central verification computer.

In other systems, such as those shown in US. Pat.
No. 4,599,489 issued Jul. 8, 1986, the PIN may either be
stored in the user’s device, or may be entered by the
user. If the PIN is stored in the device, it is read from

the device by a suitable reader and causes the central
verification computer to generate a unique challenge
’code to the individual. This challenge code may either

be entered by the individual into his machine, or may be
automatically sensed by the machine, and is operated on
by the user’s device to generate a unique nonpredictable
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2
code which is then entered into the central computer to
effect verification.

One potential difficulty with either of the systems
indicated above is that an unauthorized individual may
be able to obtain access to the user 5 PIN by electronic

eavesdropping, reducing the security provided by the
system. If, for example, the PIN is transmitted over
public lines, such as telephone lines, from the user to the
central verification computer, it may be possible to tap
these lines and intercept the PIN as it is being transmit-
ted. If the PIN is stored in the device, someone obtain-

ing the device surreptitiously may, through sophisti-
cated means, be able to determine the PIN stored in the
device and thus defeat the security of the system. Fur-

thermore, any storing of a PIN or password in the por-
table device for comparison defeats the purpose of an
independent identification factor and reduces security
to a “thing” possessed.

A need therefore exists for an improved means of

communicating a PIN or other user identification code
to a central verification system such that someone tap-

ping the line over which the code is being sent will be
unable to determine the secret identification number
and someone obtaining possession of the user device
will also not be able to obtain access to the user’s secret
identification number from the device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the above, this invention provides

a method for personalidentification and apparatus for
the practice thereof wherein a device in the possession
of the individual is utilized to generate a unique, time

varying, nonpredictable code; the nonpredictable code
generated at a given time is mixed with a secret PIN for
the individual; the mixed output is communicated to a
central verification computer; and the verification com-
puter typically strips the PIN from the communicated
value and utilizes the stripped PIN and remaining non-

predictable code to perform a verification operation
Alternatively and equivalently, the mixed output which
is communicated to the verification computer may be
verified in the verification computer without stripping
of the PIN. Preferably, before the mixed value is com-
municated to the verification computer, a nonsecret

identifying code for the individual is communicated to
the verification computer; the verification computer
utilizes the nonsecret identifying code to obtain the PIN

and appropriate nonpredictable code for the individual;
and the verification operation includes the PIN and
appropriate nonpredictable code obtained during the
obtaining step being compared with the stripped PIN
and remaining nonpredictable code. Alternatively the
PIN may not be stripped from the mixed value, the
verification computer may utilize the nonsecret identi-
fying code to retrieve or obtain the PIN and appropri-
ate nonpredictable code, combine the retrieved PIN
and appropriate nonpredictable code, and perform a
verification operation between the mixed value commu-
nicated to the verification computer and the combina-
tion of the retrieved PIN and appropriate nonpredicta-
ble code. The verification computer may also generate

a unique challenge value in response to the nonsecret
identifying code which challenge code is communi-
cated to the device in possession of the individual. For
one embodiment, the challenge code is communicated
to the individual and the individual inputs the challenge
value and the PIN to his device, the device includes

means responsive to the challenge value for generating
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